[Severity of illness index in autoimmune diseases: Have there any usefulness in medical practice?]
Assessing disease activity in patients suffering from autoimmune diseases is complex. Symptoms are multiple, often subjective and there are no reliable biomarkers. Many activity scores have been implemented to compare treatment efficacy in clinical trials. Their use in clinical practice is largely unknown. We performed a practical survey to analyze the use of activity scores in clinical practice to consider treatment response and to assess the determinants of their use. A sample of French internists answered a questionnaire about activity scores of systemic lupus erythematosus, Sjögren's syndrome, autoimmune myositis and necrotizing vasculitis of small vessels. The frequency of use of these tools, the causes of their non-use, and the general opinion of practitioners about the place of theses scores in current practice were described. The form was completed by 92 internists. Seventy percent of them supported the use of activity scores in consultations, but actually used them in less than 25% of patient visits. The reasons for the low use of these scores are mainly the ignorance of their existence (42%) and their length or complexity (28%). The discrepancy between the ratio of practitioners who believe that scores have a place in daily practice and their actual use shows that the current scores do not meet the needs. The implementation of easily usable activity scores in inflammatory diseases remains a challenge for the internists.